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We are pleased to introduce
our new range of memorials

which reflect our commitment
to exemplary design and

demonstrates the significant
skills of our work force.

This range is intended to offer an insight
into our ongoing strategy of utilising modern
design techniques and principles to enhance

traditional memorials.

Our new range introduces a number of
updated shapes and bespoke additions, including 

coloured design, antiqued design and hand carving
specifically crafted to emphasise the beauty

of the chosen granite, marble or natural
stone. All our materials are carefully selected
for quality and chosen for their suitability for

each application.

100 Years of Experience

We are an independent company operating
exclusively in the memorial industry, offering
an assured service based on our experience of
a market we have served for over 100 years.

We are confident that within this range
you will find a memorial which meets your

requirements.

Bespoke Design Service

Our skilled, in-house craftsmen are able to tailor our
range to your specific requirements offering a truly

bespoke service.

Our range can be manufactured in any of
the materials shown and ornamentations are

interchangeable. We will be happy to design a
memorial specific to your needs.
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Plumtree

Polished Black granite headstone
with wildflower border design.

Clipston

Polished Light Grey granite headstone 
with calla lily border design.

Cherry Tree

Weeping cherry branch artwork complements 
the tear drop profiled columns on this stylish 

polished Blue Eyes granite memorial.

Lawn Memorials
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Papplewick

Subtle shaping and a vibrant splash of colour 
add an individuality to this polished Black 

granite memorial.

Glenbrook

Stunning colour wash and 
gerbera daisy artwork add a 
modern accent to this Kerala 
Green Gothic style memorial.

Curlby

A contemporary lotus flower and colour 
wash design decorates this Bahama Blue 

pebble shaped headstone.

Lawn Memorials
Colour Wash
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Lawn Memorials

Stiletto  & Glasses

Adorned with Swarovski crystals, 
the flamboyant artwork on this ogee 
shaped memorial can be customised 

with your own choice of initials. 
Shown in polished Black granite.

To The Moon & Back

The modern design on this polished Black 
granite memorial is embellished with 

genuine Swarovski crystals.

Oak Tree & Stars/Golden Oak (Top)

Sparkling crystal stars enhance the striking artwork 
on this polished Black granite memorial.

Swarovski Crystals
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Lawn Memorials
Illuminated Glass

Derbyshire

An innovation in design. Our beautiful carved 
glass memorials can be customised with 

alternative designs and are illuminated with 
solar-powered LEDs. Shown here in Emerald 

Pearl granite.

These memorials incorporate a 
discrete solar panel and hidden 
LED lighting. The carved glass 

panels look simply stunning in the 
daylight, but as twilight becomes 
dusk these panels will reawaken 
with soft illumination bringing a 

truly ethereal beauty to your loved 
one’s memorial.
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Hickling

This beautifully shaped heart memorial cradles one 
of our exclusive carved glass discs, reverse gilded 
in both palladium and gold leaf. Shown in polished 
Galaxy Black granite. Also available without glass 

panel.

Evedon

Utilising both polished and 
sanded finishes, this unique 

Black granite memorial features 
an eye catching crystal clear 

carved glass insert.

Lawn Memorials
Carved Glass
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Heart Memorials

Brinsley

Heart shaped memorial with carved 
roses. Shown in Polished Black granite 

and in Volga Blue granite with a striking 
antique finish to the roses.

Kilvington

Beautifully hand carved angel embraces a 
cushioned heart on this imposing Grey Mist 

granite memorial.
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Attenborough

Expertly crafted from one solid piece of Imperial 
White granite this stunningly beautiful heart is 

enfolded in exquisitely carved wings.

Maplebeck

Softly flowing curves complement this 
heart and turned vase memorial. Shown 

in polished Bahama Blue granite.

Heart Memorials

Shelford

Contemporary ‘pebble’ style 
headstone in Moonlight Grey 

granite featuring an inset Blue 
Pearl granite heart with gilded 
pin line and a cushioned splay 

base for extra inscription.
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Edingley

The softly rounded profile of this Bahama 
Blue heart memorial is adorned with a 
deeply carved, antique rose edging.

Colwick

This polished Karin Grey 
granite heart and vase 
memorial is charmingly 
decorated with a deeply 

carved floral motif to 
the edges of both the 
base and the heart, 

leaving the face free for 
inscription.

Heart Memorials

Fernwood

Polished Black granite heart shaped 
memorial with a gilded pin line and 

coloured butterfly ornament.
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Calverton

Simple honed Grey granite headstone 
with Celtic cross design.

Eastfield

This hand carved Nabresina headstone has softly 
rounded profiling and a moulded edge shown 
with a timeless wheatsheaf ornament for a 
graceful memorial suitable for churchyards.

Barnstone

A blend of contemporary design with 
traditional wording and material. 

This Yorkstone memorial is suitable 
for churchyards.

Lawn Memorials
Churchyard

Medenvale

Honed Clerical Grey memorial with 
deep daisy chain border.
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Flintham

Deeply carved Celtic cross design with 
ribbon detail. Shown in South African Dark 

Grey granite with rustic pitched edges.

Alverton

Stunning detailed sleeping angel design 
follows the sweeping contours of this 

polished Black granite memorial.

Clayworth

Rustic, pitched edges and a contemporary 
Celtic knot enhance this substantial memorial 

in South African Grey granite.

Beckingham

A modern portrayal of The Good 
Shepherd on this polished Black, 
traditionally shaped memorial.

Lawn Memorials
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Linby

Shaped book memorial in polished 
Blue Pearl granite with entwined 

rose ornament.

Book Memorials

Osberton

Shaped to resemble a paperback book and 
featuring raised carved calla lilies. This mod-
ern take on a traditional memorial is shown 

in polished Imperial White granite.

Tansley

Traditional book shaped memorial 
with carved cord and tassel. Shown 

in polished Black Granite.
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Claddagh Ring

Beautiful carved and detailed in polished 
Dark Grey granite. The Claddagh Ring is a 

symbol of love, loyalty and friendship.

Lawn Memorials

Darlington

A traditional Gothic shaped 
memorial with carved and 
antiqued roses. Shown in 

honed Blossom Pink granite.

Pickworth

Imposing Celtic cross memorial 
with deep carved knot work and 
an antique pewter effect. Shown 
in polished Kerala Green granite.
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Ayrshire

This polished Black memorial has 
a recessed panel showing a deeply 
carved thistle with a bold metallic 

finish.

Nuthall

Lightly carved and painted lilies 
enhance this simple all polished 

Grey Mist memorial.

Brinkley

Elegantly shaped memorial with recessed 
side panels showing tulip ornamentation 

on polished Black granite.

Lawn Memorials
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Elston

Detailed angel with dove artwork is 
a beautiful addition to this polished 

Black ogee shaped memorial.

Thorney

Ogee shaped headstone with detailed 
bramble motif surrounding a photo 

plaque or initials on Ruby Red granite.

Bridgford

A simple polished Black granite memorial is a 
canvas for this beautifully etched and painted 

landscape scene.

This design can be personalised with your chosen 
landscape for a truly individual memory of your 

loved one’s favourite place.

Lawn Memorials Bamford

Ogee shaped memorial featuring rustic edges 
and pitched margin. Shown in polished Aurora 
granite.
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Hawton

A pewter paint effect enhances 
the carved motif on this striking 

Blue Pearl memorial.

Beauvale

All polished South African Dark Grey granite 
with beautifully detailed lovebirds inset.

Newton

Beautiful detailed clock and rose design 
complements this classically shaped South 

African Dark Grey granite memorial.

Lawn Memorials
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Farndon

Beautiful detailed lilies are framed within the 
interlocking hearts, shown on polished Black 

granite.

Woodborough

Golden Tree of Life design 
enhances this classically 
shaped memorial, shown 
here in polished Bahama 

Blue granite.

Grassthorpe

Tapered pin lines and a variegated 
calla lily design complement the 

shape of this polished Kerala Green 
granite memorial.

Lawn Memorials
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Giltbrook

Oriental style artwork gives 
this polished Black granite 
memorial a contemporary 

feel.

Averham

A modern take on the classic dove 
of peace shown on part polished 

Karin Grey granite.

Lawn Memorials
Balloons

Inspired by children’s balloons.
The M.P. White granite balloon shown 
here has a convex face. The Ruby Red 
and Blue Peal granite balloons have 
a flat face with bullnose edges. Each 
base is shaped slightly differently and 
any combination of balloon and base is 

possible.
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Underwood

Deep carved leaf work adorns 
the raised columns and archway 
of this rustic edged headstone, 
shown in polished M.P. White 

granite.

Lawn Memorials

Bolham

Classically elegant with fluted columns 
and moulded edges, this traditional 
style memorial is shown in Imperial 

White and Regal granite.

Cromford

Perfectly balanced with sweeping curves 
and bullnose edges this distinctive cap 
and single column memorial is shown in 

polished Bahama Blue granite.
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Kerb Sets

Tritton

A modern book shaped head piece and a 
splayed foot kerb for extra lettering completes 

this memorial, shown in polished Blue Pearl 
granite.

Fallows

Stepped kerbs and calla lily artwork combine 
to create this graceful all polished Black 

granite memorial.
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Morcott Garden

Shown with alternative antique paint effect 
to the carving and smaller ‘garden’ kerb set 
to conform to stricter cemetery regulations.

Morcott

All polished Moonlight Grey kerb set with 
cushioned edges and beautifully carved 

acanthus leaf detail.

Kerb Sets
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Kerb Sets

Eland

Traditional kerb set memorial featuring a 
Brinsley head piece, shown in polished Black 

granite.

Lockton

Pitched kerbs and a shaped pathway lead 
up to a beautifully detailed archway on this 

polished M.P. White memorial.
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Master Builder

Themed memorial in polished 
Black granite. A small selection 
of minifigure examples is shown 
above. Available in a variety of 
coloured tops and customisable 

with any figure and name. 

Children’s Memorials
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Boo’s Door

Utilising a variety of different finishes, this Disney 
themed memorial incorporates a Black granite 

frame with a polished White Pearl granite door for 
lettering.

Rapunzel’s Castle

Inspired by Disney’s Tangled, this 
beautifully hand carved and painted 
memorial also incorporates sparkling 

Swarovski crystals.

Children’s Memorials

Fairy-Trail

The sweeping shape of this polished 
Black granite memorial is enhanced by 
the bold fairies and toadstool artwork.
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Starlight

Polished Black Galaxy granite is the 
perfect background for this gently 
etched star gazing dream artwork.

Hartley Bear

Polished Bahama Blue granite 
heart shaped memorial with a 
beautifully carved and softly 

detailed teddy bear.

Best Friends

Beautifully shaped and coloured 
characters cuddle the polished 

Black granite heart with space for 
further inscription on the central 

splay base.

Children’s Memorials
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Children’s Artwork

For a truly personal and unique design, 
we can transcribe your own artwork 

and handwritten messages. Shown here 
are examples of children’s pictures and 

handwriting, as well as infant footprints.

We pride ourselves on our ability to 
produce beautifully detailed pieces of 
bespoke artwork. Our craftsmen can 
design ornamentation specific to your 

requirements, or replicate your favourite 
images.

An example of a truly unique memorial. 
Shown with a child’s own artwork which 
has been directly transcribed onto the 

headstone.

Children’s Memorials
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Fenton

Beautiful semi-spherical memorial with 
simple lily design edging.

Milton

Upright Karin Grey granite tablet with deep carved 
rose design.

FE1402

Black Galaxy granite desk tablet with shaped 
book and tassel.

FE1403

Balmoral Red granite desk tablet with fully 
shaped book and raised vase platform.

FE1401

Blue Pearl granite desk tablet.

FE1408

Polished Regal granite wedge with gilded Celtic 
vine border.

Desks & Plaques
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Brightwater

A simple Blue Pearl granite vase 
showing a favourite pastime.

FE1407

Simple square vase shown here 
in Emerald Pearl granite.

FE1404

South African Dark Grey 
granite vase with stylish 

dove artwork.

FE1406

Black granite turned vase.

FE1405

Elegantly shaped marble 
vase.

Vases
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Bespoke Artwork
Shown here is a selection of bespoke 

ornamentation produced by our highly 
skilled craftsmen using a variety of 

techniques.
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Bespoke Artwork




